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I Introduction
Dual funds are a special tvpe of closed end i nvestment
company. Their purpose is to provide for investors with the
diverse objectives of lona-term capital qains and present
income. This is accomplished throuah the formation of two
classes of shares: Capital shares which pay no dividends
and are redeemable at net asset value at maturity of the
fund and income shares which have the rights to all Income
that the fund may earn, subject to a stated minimum
cumulative dividend and are to be redeemed at a set price at
the maturity of the fund.
Seven dual funds were formed in ^9f<7 , American nual
Vest, Gemini, Tncome and Capital, Leveraqe Fund, !?emisphere,
Putnam Duo-Fund, and Scudder Tuo-Vest. Tn addition there
are two dual ^unds which are also tax-free exchanae funds;
these will not be considered here.
The capital shares of dual funds are entitled to no
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payments until maturity and then receive the entire fund
less repayment of the Income shares. In this respect they
are analogous to warrants. In this paper the Rlack-Scholes
11, 2| warrant pricing oquation is applied to the capital
shares in an attempt to explain their values and discounts.
Sections II and III develop the pricing equations for
the capital and income shares through option pricing
techniques. Section IV examines the characteristics of the
two claims that this model implies. The latter sections
apply the developed model to the seven dual purpose funds to
empirically evaluate the model.

II The Capital Shares
To derive the dual fund pricing equations the following
assuaptions are required:
A 1 The capital aarkets are perfect in that: There are no
taxes or transactions costs. Assets are perfectly
divisible. Investors act as price takers. There is
uliaited borrowing or lending at the risk free rate of
interest. There are no restrictions on short sales.
A 2 Trading in assets takes place continuously in time.
A 3 The asset value, V, satisfies the stochastic
differential equation:
^y = (a^V'C)Ji- + <rVJ2
where C is the net cash flow paid out per unit tiae;
and <r^ are the instantaneous expected rate of return
and variance of return on the asset. <r is
non-stochastic and at aost a function of tiae. dz is
a Gauss-Wiener process.
A t The tera structure is flat and non-stochastic. -1- r
is the instantaneous riskless rate of interest.
Dnder these assuaptions Herton |i'| has shown that any
contingent claia whose value can be written as a function of
tiae and the asset value must satisfy the partial
differential equation
(>) i^^V^F^.^ ^ (rV~C)F^ ' rF ^ F^ - c ^ O
-1- This assuaption is later modified to allow for
stochastic interest rates. However, it had minimal effect
in the pricing of the dual funds, and the strict assumption
is kept here for expositional purposes.

4where c is that portion of C payable to the contingent
claiu, and subscripts denote partial derivatives.
If F has a contractual expiration or aaturity date f
periods in the future, then it may be written as F(V,t') and
(1) becooes
(.) i<T'V'F^y ^ (rV-C)F^ ~ ^F - F^ ^ c ^ O
Equation (2) , two boundary conditions, and one intial
condition arc sufficient in principle to solve for F. In
general the boundary conditions are F(0,t) = and F(y,t) 4 V
which are derived from the limited liability of P and of
the claim represented by V-F. The initial condition is
contained in the indenture agreement. The initial condition
and the functional form of c completely determine the
value of any contingent claim with the above simple boundary
conditions.
Solving (2) analytically is difficult with no further
assumptions. The following simplifying assumptions are made
here:
A 5 0" is a constant.
A 6 Dividends are paid continuously to the income shares
and are proportional to V, D = ^V. -2-
-2- Some of the funds have requirements that the fund's
assets be invested only in securities that currently earn at
least some minimum fixed proportioi in dividends or
interest. If the managers, the large majority of which ar«
elected by the capital share owners, act to maximize the
capital shares' market value subject to this constraint,
they will insure that it is just met. The empirical content
of this assumption is examined in section V.

k 7 Managenent fees are paid continuously and are
proportional to V, M = z/V. -3-
For f (V,'?::) the value of the capital shares of the dual
£und, C = {f*M)^ = X^¥ and c = 0. Then:
subject to
vhere E = the redemption price of the income share. To
solve (3) we make the substitutions T = V^e , g (T,'ir) =
f(Y,r), Then fy = g^e^^, fw = ^xy«^^^'^t'= ^f ~ ''x^®^^
Substituting these values into (3) we derive
This equation is isomorphic to the European call option
equation on a stock paying no dividends. Thus the solution
is
where S is the option solution in I V |.
As demonstrated therein, the option function is
-3- ^ is generally one-half per cent per year. Some of
the funds have provisions by which this fraction can be
reduced; however, they have rarely if ever become effective.

hOBogeneous of deqree one in V and Ee'*^ hence f may
be written
u^/lnLre.
(7)
y^ c y, - (TiT?
The behavior of f is shown in figures 1 and 2. Two things
should be noted. The capital share is always nore valuable
than Max ( 0, e~^^V - Ee"'^). This is similar to the
doBinance constraint on European warrants, f > flax ( 0, s - Ec J
Nevertheless, the capital shares can sell for less than
their net asset value, defined by V-E and indicated by the
dashed line in figure 1, if the asset value is sufficiently
large. We note that f{V, ) -a- Ve"^^ - Ee" ^ '^ for large V;
hence, the capital shares can sell at a discount if V is
sufficiently larger than E (1-e^^ / (l-e*^ . Finally we note
that as the maturity date approaches, the solid line will
coalesce with the dashed line and ceteris paribus the
capital shares will sell at a smaller discount or at a
premiun.
The comparative statics for f are:
^) h ^'^^ l(%,) > o

E e^^-^^^ E
Fi^uire 1
V-E
V > E
,
'^ ^ ^ 7
FlAV//C ^

(Note: In all cases the inequalities will hold
strictly with the possible exceptions occuring
only at V = or T = 0.)
(8a) through (8e) are the expected results from option
theory. f^ has the sign one would expect, namely the value
of the capital shares is a decreasing function of the
dividends and fees paid.
Exanining f^ we find that it can be either positive
or negative. For small V the first term dominates and f^
is positive. This result is reasonable since given any
asset return dynamics a sufficiently small, though positive,
value could be chosen for V to virtually guarantee
default. In this case the capital share holders would
prefer a longer maturity to increase the probability that
the asset would grow enough in value to redeem the income
shares and still have a residual for the capital shares. On
the other hand, for large V, f ^
-'^e'^^ <0. Again this

is a sensible result since the "loan" represented by the
income shares is virtually riskless in terms of default
while the compensation provided by the proportional
dividends from now until maturity will be in excess on the
riskless rate.

Ill The Incone Shares
Onder the sane assumptions as in section II the inconiG
shares can be priced through the differential equation
(<o ircr'VV., ^ (r-^)VF^ -rF -r^ ^ cT V
-
Baking the substitutions X=Ve and G=X-F, equation (<?)
becoBes
Equation (10) is again the European option equation hence
the two hoageneous solutions are G-M{J.,t) and G=X. The
particular solution is -—Xe . Using the initial
condition to determine the appropriate constants and solving
back for F we derive
(m) F(v,r) . Vfe-^^O-I) -| 1 - -FCv,r;
From (11) it is clear that the market value of the dual fund
considered as a whole, '^=P*f, is linear in V.-4-
0^) nsj,v)^- vr^-"''^''7^- vl - ^(^^^
-U- ^ would be the market value of a closed-end fund of
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The value of the future management fees is V-f or ^(>-<^ /V,
Sinilarly the value of any pure dividend claim would he ^(i-e~^^)V
where c^ is the fraction that the dividends are of the total
cash flow. The value of the asset net of all cash payments
is thus e'^^V or what we have called X.
He can clarify the pricing of the income shares if we
imagine them to be made up of two separable claims, one
denoted h on the dividend stream and the other denoted H
on the final redemption payment of E. From above, the pure
dividend claim has the value
(.3) V^Cv.t) = V-fO-e-^^; - 13^^) V
The redemption claim is a discount bond on the asset net of
cash payments and from I 5' I we can write
(/V) H(v,r) « x-wr)^,r) ' e'^^V' fCv.r)
'^ and F are plotted in figure 3. The income share
is a monotonic increasing, concave function of 7. For small
V the discount bond claim is approximately the entire
market value net of the cash payments. For large asset
values the discount bond becomes essentially riskless and
H -^^ Ee
A plot of '^ vs. '^ would show it to be negatively
sloped and concave throughout starting from V with a slope
the usual type (ie. with only one class of shares) haying
the same asset, dividend, and fee characteristics. Since A
is less than one we can see that all closed-end funds should
sell at a discount from their asset values.

£<r'
Figure 3
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of
-fjil at "L'O and approaching -^V as -^ increases.
Since the management fees are generally one-half percent,
this plot would look virtually flat. Consequently the plot
of F would look essentially like those in figure 2 with
the vertical axis aeasured negatively away from V rather
than 0,
The comparative statics for '\ are:
L\b^
V
The comparative statics for F are then:
f) p, -
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The results in (16a) through (16e) are those expectetl
for any debt-like claim. From (16f) and (16g) the incoae
share is an increasing function of the dividends and a
decreasing function of the management fees. Again these are
expected. The ambiguous sign of F^ is inherent in the
dual nature of the income share claim. When V is low, the
income share behaves like a discount bond since the
dividends are small; hence F^ ^ \-\ < O. If V is large
enough, then the value of the future dividends will dominate
in F, and the income share will behave like a pure dividend
claim; hence, F -^ l^^ > o since the investor will receive the
dividend stream for a longer time if the maturity is
greater.

IV Fund Characteristics
In this section we shall examine some of the
characteristics of dual purpose funds that are of concern to
investors. One item that appears to be of particular
concern is discounts. Discounts for these funds are of two
types. One, common to all closed-end funds, is reflected in
the difference between the market value of the fund and the
value of the fund's holdings, (ie. the asset value of the
fund) The other, more commonly referred to discount, is the
capital share discount. It is defined as that percentage by
which the market price of the capital share falls below its
"net asset value," In the model presented in the previous
sections these discounts would be
67) AB 1-^ A. -. (- ^, .V> E
The income shares do not have an associated discount
discussed in the literature; however, a definition
consistent with the above would be
Of-) ^r '- ' - TI
From section III we note that the fund will never sell
at a premium and will sell at a discount except at the
instant the fund matures since Oi ^ - (l - ^' )('l-^/y) ,
from (12) . As noted in the previous section, this property
is not peculiar to the dual fund but is common to all
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closed-end funds. Furtheroore it is qualitatively
independent of the proportionality assumptions previously
placed on the dividends and fees, h closed-end fund will
sell at a discount whenever (1) there are payments to which
the owners of the funds are not entitled (eg. management
fees) and (2) the fund shares are not redeemable at asset
value. This follows from the realization that the future
management fees must have a positive value regardless of
their contractual structure or of dividend policy. -5-
The capital share discount appears to be of some
importance both to investors and to the funds' managers. An
American Dualvest Fund report stated for example, "...the
capital shares continue to sell at a substantial discount
from net asset value. Your management believes that this
disparity is not justified by the performance of the fund."
The belief that the capital shares should not sell at a
discount appears quite widespread. It is perhaps associted
with the true constraint that warrants sell for more than
their "intrinsic value. "-6- However, the latter is binding
only from the arbitrage opportunity that would otherwise be
present through the purchase and immediate exercise of a
warrant. There is no apparent reason for a similar
-•>- The existence of market imperfections may obviate the
discount e'."=n in the presence of conditions (1) and (2)
above. For example the benefits from economies of scale in
transactions costs or information collecting and processing
may outweigh the management fee costs to the investors.
This might tend to explain the occasional premiums found on
closed-end funds. Even in this case the management fees
have positive value. The premium arises from the synergy
that allows the economic value of the fund to exceed its
asset value.
-6- The intrinsic value of a warrant or call option is
the current stock price less the striking price.

arbitraae contrition to bp applicable to the capital shares
since they are net exerciseable except at maturity.
Furt hGrmore, the model presented in the previous sections
exhibits a reasonable fund structure in which a capital
share discount is possible.
Before proccedinq to examine the capital discount of
this model in more detail it is worthwhile to point out that
unlike the fund discount the behavior of this discount is
qualitatively dependent upon the assumptions of section II,
in particular the proportionality assumptions (A6) and
(A7).-7- Fisk, however, is not a necessary condition for the
discount although it does affect the maqnitnde. Appendix B
demonstrates that the capital shares of a dual fund that
holds only riskless securities will be subject to a
d i sc o un t
.
As shown in fiqure 4, the capital discount is a
monotone increasing, concave function of V limited in
value by \-e Below a critical value, Vc , the
discount is negative (ie. a premium) . The premium is
unlimited in si^e. From (7) and (17) the critical value can
be determined in priciple as the solution to
-7- The matter of the discount is identical to the
question of premature exercise of an option addressed by
lerton I'M r.rd Samuelson and Merton |7|. They provide an
example in which an earlv exercise (and, hence, in our model
a discount) will never arise. The example is a constant
dividend stream smaller than rE. This would be implausible
for a dual fund since it would require that the income
shares were issued to yield less than the riskless rate;
nevertheless, it does demonstrate that capital discounts may
never occur in some cases. It can be readily demonstrated
that a necessary condition for discounts to be impossible on
the capital shares is that the payouts be a bounded function
of V.

/-€risr
F'l<\^rC V

Examination of P reveals that it is bounded above by ( i - e' )
hence discounts are possible for funds of any maturity.
When V^ '^E/js'^the discount is an increasing function of
maturity. When Vo'E-Zs^the discount decreases with '^ for
short maturities and increases with f for long matuirties.
Since X<>^ is the general rule, -8- either case above will be
possible depending on the current value of the fund.
In the perfect capital market of this model, concern
over the discount is vacuous since it bears a strict
functional relationship to the asset value and other
variables. Furthermore, since the fund as a whole always
sells at a discount (ie. A > 0) , it is clear from (20) below
that either the capital shares or the imcome shares must
always be selling at a discount- If both discounts are
perceived to be bad then one or the other group of
shareholders must be disappointed at all times. If, on the
other hand, the discount is recognized to have no importance
of its own, then a capital share discount might be
recognized as good since it corresponds to a high asset
value.
V - E F
(Xo) A ^ -^ Ac ^ -^ Aj.
leaving discounts we turn our attention to the risk and
return characteristics of the fund and its claims. First we
-8- Aside from the empirical resolution of this
statement, this matter has a theoretical content developed
later in this section.
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shall deteraine the equilibriam dividend policy. All of the
funds will redeei the income shares at the initial offering
price; furthermore, each was set up to have the capital and
income shares offered at that same price. -9- Ignoring the
management fees then, the equilibrium dividend policy is
that value of V for which E will be the price of both
shares at a maturity equal to the original lifetime of the
fund. If T is this lifetime then setting f (V,T)=E and
V=2E in (7) , X^ will be the solution to
(xi) j= ae"^"'" 4;r/,l - e''''^ c^CvO
Clearly ^ is a function of only T, r, and (r\ By the
implicit function theorem
O O < 1^ - - fr- OS fV >< o
where f^ = t^\ , Also
}f''(T^a,^(r^)^ (ioc^x')/r
O ^^(co^r^o-^)^ )i^(o,r^<r^)-^ ^
r/x a = o
O (T^ > o
-9- For Putnam the capital share issue price was half
that of the income shares; however, twice as many were
offered. In all cases the initial leverage was fifty-fifty.
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since f is honogeneous of degree zero in r,X^ cr^^
and 1/T, it follows that X^ is homogeneous of degree one
in the other parameters. Hence for computational ease it
ay be written g(rT, cr^T)/T and only two variables,
lifetime uncertainty and riskless return are of concern. The
partial derivatives in (22) have the expected signs. The
incoBe share owners must be promised more when the interest
rate is higher, when the fund is riskier, or when a change
in maturity would hurt them. Note, however, that an
increase in the interest rate is not fully reflected in
as the spread between i*^ and r decreases. Furthermore,
the larger is r or cr^ , the lesser is the part that the
other plays in determining the equilibrium dividend yield.
Indeed in the limit y*^ is independent of the other as (23)
shows.
The importance of y*^ should not be over emphasized.
It is the equilibrium policy only under the postulated
offering and redemption format. While this is the format of
all the existing dual funds and, given the legal restriction
of a maximum two to one leverage, it is likely to be the
chosen format of any new fund, alternate offering and
redemption structures would lead to other equilibrium
dividend policies.
If the management fees are not neglected, then the
determination of the equilibrium dividend policy S and fee
percentage ju*^ becomes a simultaneous problem. The two
equations to be satisfied are P^,=f(V,T) and P,=F(V,T),
where the P»s denote the offering prices of the shares. The
first equation is derived from (7) and will be similar to
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(21). The latter is from (11). This proceedure^, however,
leads only to the trivial solution u.^ - o S - )f '^ in the
usual case. Since the management puts up no front money;
ie. it does not bid for the right to serve as the management
and collect the fees, we have P^*P|=^=V. From (12) the
only solution set is clearly the one given above. All the
above is, of course, merely a restatement of the fact that
closed-end funds with management fees will always sell at a
discount. Onder the perfect market assumptions in A1, no
one would be willing to buy the initial offering of such a
fund since he could costlessly perform the same service that
for himself and avoid the immediate loss of value that the
discount would bring about. As is discussed in footnote 'i,
the existence of market imperfections may allow a premium on
the fund. In this case an equilibrium solution with u^ >
will be possible.
He have stated earlier that r> ^ is the general case.
While this might be considered a purely empirical matter, in
actuality it has more content. From (22) and (23) it is
clear that X is bounded by y. Thus Y can exceed r
only if rT < log(2). For dual funds with fifteen-year
lifetimes, this would require an interest rate below 5%.
For the small variance rates actually observed the true
interest rate or lifetime would have to be markedly smaller.
Once (J^ has been determined, the dividend structure of
returns is established since the dividend policy, unlike the
dividends theaselves, is nonstochastic by assumption. The
structure of returns from capital gains remains to be
determined.
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Froa the derivation of the pricing <?quation (see
Appendix A or Herton I i" I ) it is clear that the arbitrage
condition
holds at every instant of time. A similar relationship, of
coarse, obtains for the incone shares. We denote this ratio
of relative excess returns and relative risk by q for the
capital shares and Q for the income shares. 7, defined in
(7), and u "^ cr^T are sufficient statistics for the former;
the latter is described fully by V, o-'", ^-^^ ^•
The figures on the next page depict the behaviour of q
and Q. As 0—^ o the final resolution of the claims becomes
certain either because a''-> o and the uncertainty is
removed or T-^o and the resolution is imminent. If Z > 1,
then the fund will almost certainly be able to repay the
incone share holders. Hence these shares become risklpss
(Q=0, <f-r)i and the capital shares take on the levered
asset risk (q=e"*^V/f ), If Z < 1, then the fund will almost
certainly default. The capital shares become worthless and
infinitely risky; the income shares acquire the entire asset
risk (Q=1, "^f - <=^)
Tho response of q to Z in figure 5a is as expected^
however, that of Q to V deserves some explanation. If
we consider the dual nature of the income share as we did in
section III, then the risk of the redemption claim, Q , is
identical to that of a discount bond |ri; thus it is a
decreasing function of V. The risk of the dividend claim.

fi<^\jr^ Set
%
\J^(r^r
Fi a i/re. S"fc

«- ^
pJQ«^r€ S'C
FiqOrZ -Te,
fi^ore
^'Jl
^-i^C--^, fl
-i
J, ^ ^ it I
2r"
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Q r is unity. Q is a weighted average of th<?sp two with
weights equal to their proportional to the sub-claims'
values.
Initially aS V increases Q falls and takes with it;
however, as V tends to infinity the weight H/F goes to
zero and Q rises toward one again. The same process is at
work in figures 5d and Se. Both figures are similar to
figure 8 in | jt I although they are distorted in the same
fashion as is figure 5c since h/F approaches one as O" ^ or t^
becones large. Summarizing the comparative statics:
%^ <C> %^ <o
(U)
The ratio q is a concept similar to what is popularly
known as capital share leverage. The term leverage is used
here in the same sense that it would be applied to the
equity of any company with debt in its capital structure.
There ar<=> t"..'o common uses which we will distinguish as
structural and effective leverage. The "structural
leverage" of the capital shares is defined as L=V/(V-E).
The "effective leverage" is \ =V/f. Both of these are
intended to measure the number of dollars working for the
capital shares per dollar invested although clearly
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effective leverage being based on market rather than book
values does so more accurately. However, this does not
imply that it is necessarily more meaningful as a
measurement of risk and return. From its definition and
that of q, the effective leverage is always greater than q
since /L=q/fy > q. Since L= {^-A^)},, when the capital shares
are selling at a discount, the structural leverage will be
less than the effective leverage. In this case the former
might well be a better estimate of the risk-return ratio q.

V The Sample Data
The model as developed om the previous sections was
tested on the seven dual purpose funds, American DualVest,
Geaini, Hemishpere, Income C Capital, Leverage Fund, Putnam
Dou-Fund, and Scudder Dou-Vest. The time period examined
extended from flay 1967, near the time all seven were
established, through December 1973. The data on capital
share price and the net asset value per share was taken from
the weekly reports of the Lipper Analytical Division of
Steiner Bouse and Co. The former was checked against the
ISL Daily Price Index where the income share prices were
also obtained. Dividend data was found in Moody' s Dividend
Record. Expenses and Fees were obtained from Moody's Bank
and Finance Manuals. A time series for asset value per
share was constructed as the sum of net asset value, par
value of income share, -10- dividend arrearage, and
accumulated dividends.
Accumulated dividends were not directly observable
hence they were approximated as follows. If the minimum
dividend was met in each guarter of the year, gross
accumulated dividends were assumed to have to accrued over
the year at a constant rate equal to the total dividends
divided by the number of weeks in the year. If less than
the minimum dividend was paid in any quarter of the year.
-10- In the case of American and Income & Capital the par
value was adjusted annually to reflect the accounting
procedure used to amortize the difference between the net
money received by the dual fund per income share at offering
and the redemption price.
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the accrual was assumed to have been at the rate paid
quarter by quarter for each quarter prior to that quarter.
For the remainder of the year the previous method was
applied to the remaining dividends. Net accumulated
dividends were figured as the maximum of zero and gross
accumulated dividends less dividends actually paid.
This method should closely approximate the actual asset
value of the dual fund; however, since dividends actually
accrued sporaticly the approximation may produce a time
series whose growth rate displays too small a variance.
Market returns were computed weekly as fi*J
'^^t * ^'i^/^i -
where V^ denotes market value at time t and D^' denotes
the value of any dividend that went "ex" during week t.
Value returns were computed as R^ = (V^, -r- P^ )/V^,,
where V, denotes the constructed asset value at time t
and D^ the value of any dividend paid during week t.
Market returns on the capital shares were computed as the
ratio of market prices of the capital shares in two
successive weeks.
The data was first checked against the various
assumptions in section II. The log of returns was regressed
against a constant and the Durbin-Watson statistic was
examined to test for serial correlation in dz. The results
are presented in table 1. Positive serial correlation does
seem to be evident in the value returns series altough this
result might also be attributable to the construction
process. The other series seem to be free from serial
correlation; therefore, we will assume that the construction
process is at fault.

Table 1
Sanraary Statistics of Dual Fund Data
0, W. Sk«.w. K'^i-T.
n
A
c
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standard skewness and kurtosis tests were also
perforied on the log-returns series. These results are also
presented in table 1. The market series seem to demonstrate
positive skewness while the value series show negativi^
skewness. This effect is most pronounced for American and
Heiisphere. Lepto-kurtosis also present in many of the
series suggests that the log-returns are not normally
distributed. These results are not surprising since these
tests are highly sensitive to even small deviations from
normality in samples of this size. Two alternate
ezplADations for lepto-kurtosis are a stable distribution
with infinite va^aince |3| or a normal distribution with
variable variance |6|.
In the former case the sample variance will not be a
reliable estimate of the dispersion of the log-returns, and
our estimation procedure using (r^ may give poor results.
In the latter case the sample variance will be a good
estimate of the contemporaneous population variance;
however, it may not be the best estimate of the future
prevailing variance. In either case the derivation in
section II is no longer rigorously valid since we have
assumed that dz is a Gauss-Wiener process, A. 3, and that
the variance is non-stochastic, A. 3, and constant, A.S.
The proportionality of dividends and fees was checked
by regressing dividends and per share fees and expensps -11-
against average value during each year. These results are
-11- Expenses were included with management fees as a
part of cash flow on the presumption that the shareholders
expected to pay them in the future even though they were rot
contracttaally obligated to do so as with the managemnt
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Table 2
Results of the Dividend and Kxpenses
Proportionality Tests
Dividends
a

;
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presented in table 2. The intercept terms were
significantly positive for Heaisphere's, Putnam's, and
Scudder's dividends and for American's and Hemisphere's
expenses. For the others the hypothesis of proportionality
can not be rejected; however, the small sample size of only
seven years precluded a powerful test. -12-
The correlations for all of the regressions were low,
and in a few cases negative. The negative slope for Putnam
and Scudder is probably due to the management's reluctance
to pay dividends below the minimum. Currently Putnam is
faced with a rising minimum dividend and Scudder with
Beeting an already existing arrearage at a time when the
values of all the funds are low. Consequently, we might
expect the managers to shift the portfolios to income
producing securities and therefore paying larger dividends
than they did earlier when the fund value was higher.
fees.
-12- Sguare and higher order terms could not be added to
the regression eguation without drastically reducing the
degress of freedom.

VI The Hodel
Model values for the capital shares were constructed
froB the asset values and the market values of the dual
funds. -13- All Bodel parameters were estimated using only
historic data except during 1967 for which that whole year's
data was used. The variance rates were estimated by the
sample variances of the appropriate log return series. This
parameter was updated weekly. The cash flow proportionality
constant was estimated by the historic mean of C/V where V
represents the average value of V during the year. This
parameter was updated yearly. The risk-free rate chosen was
the median yield-to-maturity on all taxable government bonds
with maturities in excess of fifteen years.
Table 3 and figures 6 through 12 present statistics and
plots of the models. The plotted points represent an
average value over a period of four weeks.
Both models capture the behavior of the capital shares
quite well; however, the model based on market prices seems
better. Negative bias was present in both model types for
all based on market price seems better. In particular the
residual error, left after the effects of possible
aisspecif ication are removed, is smaller. Negative bias was
present in both model types for all of the dual funds.
Furthermore, this bias appears to be an increasing function
-13- The pricing formulas developed earlier were based on
asset value rather than market value; however, the
derivation goes through exactly the same if market value is
independent of the leverage on the dual fund. The market
model may be better if the constructed asset values are in
error or if expenses are not proportional to asset values.

Table 3
Comparison of Model and Market Values
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RMSE
Hean error
Estiaated slope
A G H I L P S
Market Based Model
0.981 0.695 0.987 0.927 0.889 0.967 0.821
2.206 2.717 1.U6a 2.059 2.516 1.0U6 0.911
2.107 2.U24 1.309 1.788 2.450 0.9a9 0.790
1.188 1.061 1.228 I.UOU 1.243 1.166 0.818
Fraction of Error due to:
Bias 0.912 0.796 0.799 0.754 0.948 0.822 0.751
b#1 0.049 0.001 0.146 0.126 0.012 0.066 0.046
Residual variance 0.039 0.203 0.055 0.120 0.040 0.112 0.203
Hisspec. Error
Residual Error
4.676 5.883 2.024 3.730 6.076 0.971 0.661
0.189 1.498 0.117 0.508 0.251 0.122 0.168
R^
PMSE
Mean Error
Estimated slope
Asset Based Model
0.870 0.477 0.908 0.342 0.185 0.710 0.268
1.802 3.617 1.511 2.731 1.845 1.132 1.039
1.337 3.203 0.542 1.693 0.254 0.1^9 -0.173
1.173 0.750 1.587 1.012 0.346 1.350 0.456
Fraction of Error due to:
Bias 0.551 0.784 0.129 0.384 0-019 0.031 0.028
b/1 0.057 0.020 0.500 0.000 0.439 0.137 0.333
Residual variance 0.392 0.196 0.371 0.616 0.542 0.832 0.639
Hisspec. ELTor
Residual Error
1.974 10.517 1.435 2.863 1.558 0.214 0.389
0.185 2.564 0.847 4.594 1.844 1.066 0.440
Note: For an explanation of the itens in this table
please see Appendix C
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of aaturity. To verify this qualitative result the
following regression was perforned.
S[(S^)J = -^ ' fe '»-)ff?^ ).-.]' ^*
The results shown in table U confirm the hypothesis that the
error decreases with tine since b is significantly less
than one for most cases. -14- Two alternative explanations
for this behavior in the discrepancy are: (1) The model is
isspecified in a manner that introduces bias which is an
increasing function of maturity, or (2) the market
participants do not fully utilize the information contained
in past estimates of the variance or other parameters in
forming their investment decisions.
If the market price is "incorrect" (ie. explanation (2)
is at least partially valid) , then the model will indicate
opportunities for abnormal profits by buying the undervalued
and selling the overvalued capital shares. Furthermore,
this opportunity will have little associated risk since we
know how to hedge the capital shares with positions in the
income shares and bonds.
To test whether the market-model discrepancy is due in
part to the market's inefficiency in utilizing any
information contained in the model in pricing the capital
-^^- Care mast be taken in interpreting these results
since the Durbin Hatson statistic indicates the presence of
auto-correlation. If y is the auto-correlation coefficient
then b is an inconsistent estimate of^ b (plim b = b
(l-b"^ ) / (1*bf ) .) and in our regression b is biased away
from 1. The usual correction proceedure leads to a
regression of the form
'^t ^ (^ -^ ^^ '^i-, - ^^it-x. which is not
identified for
^
and b.
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Table 4
Besults of Regression:
lcg(iDkt (t)/iicdel (t) ) = a b log (mkt (t-1) /model (t-1) )
Market Based Model
a C.C31 C.0C2 0.031 0.007 0.039 0.027 0.007
b C.8"/0 C.986 0,884 0.955 0.839 0.83U 0.939
s.e. (I) 0.C28 C.011 0.026 0.015 0.030 0.030 0.020
t-stat (b=0) 30.637 87.136 33.537 63.547 28.25U 27.811 47.391
t-stat (b=1) 4.597 1.257 4.403 2.971 5.421 5.548 3.104
E.H. 2.335 2.534 2.341 2.510 2.245 1.967 2.440
Asset Based Model
a 0.0C7 O.CCe -0.0C4 0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.003
fc C.936 C.963 0.960 0.982 0.965 0.958 0.961
s.e, (fc) 0.C19 0.015 0.015 0.010 0.012 0.015 0.015
t-stat (b=C) 48.146 65.596 63.618 99.623 78.147 64.659 66.240
t-stat (b=1) 3.319 2.456 2.672 1.832 2.863 2.822 2.701
C.W. 2.372 2,487 2.612 2.493 2.733 2.251 2.494
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and incoae shares, the following sinulation test was
per£oroed. Each week the aodel value for the capital share
was compared to the existing aarlcet price. If the foraer
was larger (soaller) , one dollar was invested in a long
(short) position in the capital share. This investaent was
financed by an opposite position in the dual fund (ie. an
equal number of capital and income shares) and borrowing or
lending at the riskless rate. The aggregate investaent was
constrained to be zero. Furthermore, the relative positions
were taken so to form a hedged portfolio that would minimize
the risk.
Under the idealized conditions of the model, the proper
hedge is
-Vfy/f "dollars" in the fund for each "dollar" in
the capital shares. Care must be taken here since "dollar"
refers to investment at the true price. If the model rather
than the market reflets the correct price, the the proper
amount to invest in the fund is -Vf^/p^. (where Pc is the
market price of all the capital shares) .-15-
In the test performed the returns computed were not
riskless. variations in the returns would be expected from
three sources: (1) weekly rather than continuous portfolio
updating, (2) change in the market-model deviation, and (3)
improper hedges if the aodel price were not correct. The
second sour'^e is that from which profits are to be made.
The other two will introduce noise into the return series.
To reduce the noise a combination portfolio was also formed.
-15- If V and f are the true prices then -f^ shares
of the fund must be held to hedge one capital share; hence,
-fyV/Pc dollars must be invested in the fund per dollar in
the capital shares.
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In this portfolio one-seventh dollar was invested in each
capital share and the seven hedges were also utilized. The
conbination portfolio will show improved results to the
extent that the noise represents unsystematic risk.
Table 5 presents the results of this market simualtion.
The top line for each period is the mean weekly return on
the hedging portfolios in cents. The lower lines give the
standard deviation of return and the t-statistics. The mean
weekly returns are positive in just over sixty percent of
the cases and are positive for each fund over the six year
period. However, the confidence level on the overall mean
return of 0.102 cents is only 9%. From these results we
should be hesitant about rejecting the hypothesis that the
market is efficient with regard to the model information.
Hence our preliminary conclusion must be that any
model-market discrepancy must be due to errors in the model.
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VIT Morlel Error--Parameters
Tn this section we shall examine possible sources of
model error. In particular inaccuracies that might produce
an error which would he an increasing function of maturitv
will be sought. We shall confine our attention to the market
value based model since it had a smaller residual error.
Changes examined here should mostly effect the
misspecif ica tion error.
Positive measurement error in the proportionality
constant is one possible explanation. Since occurs only
in the factor e in the first argument of W and since
W > 0, it is clear that overestimation of will lead to
an underestimation of the capital share values; furthermore
this error will increase with maturity. Similarly a
negative measurement error in the variance is a possible
explanation. To see this we write f = Ee W(Z,U; 1,0,1)
where n = and note that W > 0. However, either of
these explanations would require a measurement error in the
parameter of the same sign for all the dual funds during
each year.-1f>-
An alternate exolanation that appears more plausible is
that the bias effect is due to ignoring the stochastic
-16- ^ven if the sample variance is an unbiased estimate
of the true variance, it does not follow that f is an
unbiased estimate of the capital share price. f is neither
a strictly concave nor convex function of variance, thus
Jensen's inequality is inapplicable and the sign of the bias
depends on the current value of V. To test for measurement
error, the model was estimated using all the available data
to estiamte >r and C^ . No improvement, and little change
at all, was found in this new modeled price series.
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nature of the riskless rate. Appendix A prices the capital
shares under the assumption of a stochastic interest rate.
The solution from (A10) is:
r
V {Z) is the price today of a riskless dollar at V, V is the
instantaneous variance of return on the bond, q is the
instantaneous correlation coefficient of returns on the bond
and the asset value, and B is the option solution defined
earlier. Therefore, if (T^ is assuaed constant as before
and \J'^-X<^<T^ >o, then the earlier nodel will underestimate
the capital share values by an error that increases with
maturity.
The parameters V and 9 cannot be easily determined
from a time series of P since they must be functions of
maturity if the unanticipated returns to bonds are to be
serially independent. -17- If R (?^ is the yield to maturity
on a 2" period discount bond (ie. P = e ) and is assumed
to be approximately equal to the rate on bonds with
maturities close to ^ , then the dynamics for R are
dB = a (R) dt b(R)d5 where a and b are independent of t:
and d^ is a Gauss-Siener process. Using Ito's Lemma the
-17- for example, we know that y -> as r-:>0 since the
return over the last instant before the bond matures must be
r for certain.
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dynaaics for P can be detenined
The variance and covariance teras do not depend on
aaturity; therefore, they can be estiaated froa a tiae
series of long interest rates. -18- The tine series of
changes in the interest rate deaonstrated heteroscedasticity
that nas approxiaately linear (ie. b(R) = kR) ; therefore,
the estiaates of l^ and f eaployed were
J cry
Perforaing the integration for U*
The saaple variance over the seven year period for dB/R was
2.58 X 10 . The saaple covariances ranged froa -3.70 x 10
for Leverage to -9.48 x 10 for Heaisphere. Since Rf < 1
throughout the saaple period, the addition to U* due to
the stochastic nature of the interest rate was very saall.
-18- It is here that the assuaption that b(R) is
independent of T is required.
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The largest difference in aodel values was less than ten
cents.
The stochastic nature of the interest rate is not the
only lisspecif ication in the aodel which could result in a
error of the type described that would apply uniformly to
all the dual funds. A personal income tax can be shown to
have very sinilar effects.
In a world in which a personal incoae tax is assessed,
it is reasonable to assune that investors are concerned with
their after-tax return on investment and that a contingent
clain should therefore be priced by its relative after-tax
value. If the returns on two claias are subject to
different taxes, then their relative prices will depend upon
the taxes assessed.
As a simple aodel assume that ordinary income is taxed
at the rate T, the same for all income levels and constant
over tiae. Capital gains are not taxed at all. If an
investor foras a portfolio with W, dollars in the dual
fund's assets, Wx dollars in the contingent claim (ie. the
incoae or the capital shares) , and W^ dollars in a
riskless bond paying taxable interest continuously at the
rate r, then his after-tax return will be:
This eguation is identical to eguation («) in l^ | where C,
c, and r -19- are replaced by their after-tax values, hence
-19- We assume that the returns used to pay the
management fees are taxable to an investor holding the dual
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we can iaaediately write the implied differential equation
in P = T.
^30 i^'v'^'Vv -^ (l-T'iCr-^)VFy - rC>'T)F - F^ + 6 -7)
c ^ O
Onder the saae assunptions as before, the value of the
capital shares is
(33) Hvr) '- w('Ve-^^'-'^'',^;E,0-r)r^^O
The aarginal impact of the tax is
(3w) f^. = '^^'^i^' ^<:'-'^?)]
Ceteris paribus the impact will be larger in absolute value
earlier in the fund's history; however, the sign of the
effect is uncertain. f ^ ^ o as ^ >^ rO''^^)' ^°^ ^^^ "°
dividend case the lower inequalities hold. If Y > r^
then the upper set will hold. Both cases follow upon
observing that q is in the interval (I,'*' ) . Prom section
IV:
(l^)
f^ - r V e-
fund assets. This is the general case for dual funds since
the management fees are paid out of the investment income.
Per Gemini and Hemisphere the management fees are paid
equally out of capital gains and income. In this case the
first term in (31) becomes (dV C(1-T/2) -DT/2) /V.

P»ql>'rfc 13
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hence in the intermediate case, 0< ^< Y , f ^ will take on
first negative and then positive values as V increases. As
we saw in sections IV and V this last is the relevant case.
The uncertainty in the sign of f-j- nay seem
counterintuitive. One might expect the capital shares which
escape taxation to benefit at the expense of the income
shares. This effect is present; nevertheless, it may be
smaller than the relative decrease in value due to the
smaller effective (ie. after-tax) interest rate. -20- Bhen
dividends are large (ie. V is large) then the former
effect will dominate and vice versa.
Ignoring for the moment the non-dividend cash payments
of the dual funds, which are minor, we can see immediately
that the capital shares must be an increasing function of
the tax rate whenever the current yield on the income shares
is greater than the riskless rate. Ie. if ^fV/(7-f) > r,
then 16 > r(1-f/V) > r(1-f/Yfy) = r(1-1/g). In principle
current yields on the income shares need not exceed r. For
example, if the income shares were selling at a discount and
a capital gain were expected or if the growth in dividends
expected through the growth in asset value were sufficiently
large, the current yield might be smaller than the interest
rate. However, the dividend yields did exceed the riskless
rate in general for the sample period. Hence introducing
taxes will increase the capital share prices and do so to a
greater extent for the longer maturities.
Table 6 shows statistics for this model. A comparison
-20- The capital share price is an increasing function of
the interest rate. See (8d)
.
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Table 6
Co«parison of Models Incorporating Personal Income Tax
A G H I L P S
Tax rate = 50%
h'" 0.985 0.767 0.985 0.963 0.90U 0.971 0.851
HHSE 0.396 1.096 0.656 0.864 1.406 0.490 0.581
nean Error 1.339 0.238 0.536 0.558 1.324 0.356 0.228
Estiaated slope 1.027 0.996 0.977 1.192 0.943 0.964 0.701
Fraction of Error due to:
Bias 0.920 0.047 0.666 0.417 0.886 0.528 0.153
b/^ 0.004 0.000 0.012 0.234 0.004 0.021 0.430
Hesidaal variance 0.076 0.953 0.322 0.350 0.110 0.451 0.417
Hisspec. Error 0.145 0.056 0.291 0.485 1.759 0.131 0.196
Hesidnal Error 0.011 1.144 0.138 0.261 0.217 0.108 0.140
Tax rate = 25%
r'" 0.983 0.737 0.988 0.948 0.911 0.970 0.839
HHSE 1.793 1.796 1.021 1.447 1.947 0.735 0.692
nean Error 1.722 1.355 0.930 1.179 1.890 0.648 0.499
Estimated slope 1.104 1.035 1.095 1.294 1.098 1.060 0.760
Fraction of error due to:
Bias 0.923 0.587 0.828 0.663 0.942 0.778 0.520
bi^l 0.026 0.001 0.066 0.163 0.004 0.021 0.164
Residual variance 0.051 0.412 0.105 0.174 0.053 0.201 0.316
Hisspec. Error 3.050 1.896 0.931 1.729 3.586 0.431 0.327
Residual Error 0.163 1.328 0.109 0.364 0.200 0.108 0.151
Bote: For an explanation of the items in this Table
please see Appendix C.
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with table 4 shows the expected decrease in nean square
error as we consider the tax rates OX, 25%, and 50%. Even
in this last case, however, each nodel was on average too
low. Although tax rates greater than 50% are possible in
the U.S. and such higher rates would reduce the model-aarket
discrepancy even Bore, 50% was the upper linit considered
here for A reasons. (1) Those investors in the very high
tax brackets generally have their investaents personally
anaged rather than using autual funds as investment
vehicles. (2) Excluding the capital gains tax in the model
formulation as we have done tends to overstate the impact of
a tax.-21- (3) The income shares of these funds were largely
bought by corporations which are allowed an 85% exclusion of
dividends paid to them on their corporate taxes.
Consequently the effective tax rate on dividens is only 7.5%
for corporations with a corporate tax rate of 50%.
Inclusion of a tax in the model has helped to reduce
the discrepancy in the manner sought; nevertheless, it
appears that only a partial correction is possible under the
best of circumstances.
-21- If a capital gains tax is also assessed and
collected continuously then (1-T) in the model is everywhere
replaced by (1-T; )/ (1-Tc) where T, is the tax rate on
ordinary income and To is the tax rate on capital gains.
For a capital gains tax of Hax (.25,Tf /2) our computed
models then give results for investors in the U0% and 72.5%
tax brackets. Hhile 25% and 50% are underestimates of the
real tax brackets modeled, U0% and 72.5% are overestimates
since capital gains are payable only when the gain is
realized.

VITT lodel 'ilrror— lissppcif ication
The alterations to the basic dual fund model examined
in the previous section were all accomplished through
parameter chanqe. In this section we turn our attention to
model error caused by misspecification. In particular,
assumption 1 about the asset return dynamics will be
examined.
The derived pricing equation (7) is based on lognormal
return dynamics with a constant variance. In section V
evidence was presented suggesting that this simple
assumption is not strictly true, and two explanations were
offered. To review, the first postulated that dz is drawn
from a stable distribution with an infinite second moment.
The second argues that dz is as postulated in Al; however, CT*
is not a constant. The first hypothesis is probably more
damaginq to the model presented here. In this case Tto's
Lemma may not be used to deduce the contingent claims' price
dynamics. In addition the expected change in asset value
over any interval would he infinite as noted by Samuelson
£9; footnote 1]. Onder such conditions, Norton C** * footnote
H22 has conjectured that the only equilibrium option price
would be he stock price itself. In the model here this
would imply that f = V and F = 0. Under the second
explantion the exact nature of the process driving "T is
important. If the variance is a known function of time, then
the entire derivation is valid and <T T in (7) is replaced
r
by a generalized uncertainty term U 1 ^t\s)Js much as in the

case of a stochastic interest rate. If the variance is
stochastic but it is a known function of V (and possibly
time), then the derivation of (2) is valid; however, it does
not have the simple closed form solution (7). Finally if
the variance is stochastic even conditionally on V then
the hedging derivation breaks down entirely as no portfolio
will be coiTiDletely riskless. Even in this last case if (T
is not "too stochastic" in nature, then the model may
closely approximate the true solution.
Determining which explanation is more plausible is
important if we are to decide whether this model can be
improved upon or should be abandoned. If the log price
changes are drawn from a stable distribution other than the
normal (ie. the characteristic exponent «*- is less than 2),
then the population variance is infinite. However, as long
as it is greater than 1, scale parameters of degree one (eg.
mean absolute deviation, interguartile range, etc.) do have
finite expectations. If S,, is such a scale paramter baned
upon independent changes over n weeks, then Mandelbrot | 3> |
I
has shown that
Prom this result we can deduce that ^,\r>->"/5n should be a
decreasing function of n reaching zero in the limit for
all stable distributions except the normal.
Table 7 presents this ratio based on the mean absolute
deviation for n=1 to 20 weeks. This evidence offers
little support to the hypothesis that the distribution of

TABLE 7
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loq price chanqes is a non-normal member of the Paret.o-Levv
family
.
The alternate hypothesis is somewhat more difficult to
test with no further knowledge of the process controllincr
the variance. Rosenberg |6| has postulated that this
process is governed by general market forces. If this is
the case, then we might expect that the computed sample
variances for the several funds would tend to move together.
To test this possibility the sample variances were computed
every year for each fund and a two-way analysis of variance
was performed. The F-statistic across years was sicrnificant
at the one percent level indicating that some market factors
probably were affecting all the funds in a similar manner.
It is not clear if the effect was directly caused hv the
co-movement of the underlying assets' variances or if it was
due to similar reactions of the funds' managers to the
market. This distinction, however, is immaterial to the
pricing of the dual funds ex post.
Although the evidence presented here is more supportive
of the Posenberq hypothesis than of Mandelbrot's, we have no
clue as to how to proceed to improve upon the model already
presented so we turn our attention to another matter.
The dividend policy assuired in the model was a
proportional one. While this appears to be a reasonable
assumption, it was chosen primarily because an analy+-ic
solution is known for equation (?) only in this case. -22- ^
-22- An additional assumption not explicitly stated in A^
is that the dividend policy is not stochastic. le. the
dividend payment is knonw exactly given the asset value. Tf
this were not the case, then the share prices would also be

more realistic assumption would be that dividends are linear
in asset value (C=a+b7 a,b > C) In this case (2) becomes:
(37) J^crN^-P,, .(rV-a-bV)f^ - ^f - f^ - o
while an analyitic solution to (37) is not known, we can
compute an asymptotic value for f for large V. First
transform the equation by making the substitutions
Y=Vexp(-bT) and fly^r")- V ' Then (37) becomes
»e can now consider |^ as the capital share on a fund with
asset value y and paying dividends, C=a • exp (-bZ') which
are a function of maturity only. Consequently as Y -> oo ,
the incoire share SP will approach its limiting value equal
to the future dividends and redemption value discounted at
the riskless rate.
The asymptotic behavior of >^ is then /^ -^ Y' *?' » ""^
If we approximate f by f, the proprotional dividend
solution where "< = d/v - i>fV\/,then expanding f
dependent upon the stochastic process aenerating the
dividend stream.

(</,) f " Ve-^'^fi- ^ ..-^]- ie"'^
and
If f is an improved model of the capital shares, then
(U2) is consistent with the observed errors since r>X>b. Tt
is, however, only an asymptotic result. In qeneral (37)
must be solved by numerical integration. This technique can
handle problems of a quite arbitrary form; however, a
complete solution (ie. for all V and f ) must always be
computed. Sinqle values of f(V,c) can not be obtained.
To isolate the effect of the linear dividends from
those of the other factors still not explained by the simple
model, the followina proceedure was employed. The numerical
solution was computed for a fictitious dual fund which
completely satisfied the assumptions A1 - AS and had
dividends of the form C=a+bV,-23- Fach value of ^ was
then compared to that obtained from the approximation f(V,'f
)
with X=C/V=b+a/V.
Table R presents a representative sample of values for
f and f. The latter is uniformly greater in value than
the former (except at t =0) , and the difference increase
with iraturity for any asset value. Since this is the same
-23- The values chosen for the parameters were: ij =.C3S,
r=.08, a=.5C.b=.01, and E=in. The first four were chosen as
representative of the values actually found. The last is
merely a scaling factor.
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pattern as found for the> model-market discrepancy, there is
reason to believe that the linear dividend soultion for each
fund woald show improved predictive ability.
Sith this encouragement, a numerical solution for each
fund could be coirputed every week. There are however two
drawbacks to this idea. ''irst the dividend parameters a
and b can be computed only with the knowledge of the
entire time series of values and dividends, and even then,
only seven data points exist for the linear regression due
to the manner in which the dividends are paid. Onder this
circumstance the linear dividend model might have an unfair
advantage in a comparison with the original model which uses
only past data to estimate its parameters. On the other
hand, the proportionality estimation scheme imposes a
structure which must produce a reasonable "expected"
dividend policy while the linear estimation does not. Tn
particular, the estimated policy for Putnam and Scudder is
certainly not a good estimation of the investors' ex ante
expected dividend policy. Second the original model was
computed using values for the interest rate and the variance
which were updated weekly. To <^ollow a similar proceedure
for the new model would present a formidable task since, as
mentioned before, a complete solution for f would have to
be computed r;ach week reguiring some 2100 numerical
integrations be performed.
Nevertheless, it is desireable to have a comparison
between the linear dividend model and the market price that
is more revealing than simply statinq that the discrepancy
between each one and the original model seems to behave in

the same manner. Consequently the following compromise
scheme w?is employed. Each value from the original model was
corrected by a multiplicative factor equal to the quotient
of the linear-dividend and proportional-dividend models
computed from the fictitious funds at the same asset
value-2U- and maturity.
Although this method is heuristic, it should give us a
rough evaluation of the linear dividend model since the
interest rate and the variance estimates did not change
greatly over time. The fictitious a and b are close to
the estimated values for American, Hemisphere, Income 5
Capital, and Leverage. More importantly, they should be
close to the ex ante expected values for all the funds.
Figures 1U to 20 show the new model as well as the
proportional model and market price for the capital shares
of each dual fund. The linear dividend model seems to be
better as Table 9 confirms.
-2U- The asset values were first normalized on F=10 to
scale then to the fictitious fund.
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IX Conclusion
The first four secions of this paper fornulated a dual
purpose fund pricing function based on the option studies of
Black 6 Scholes and Herton. The characteristics of this
function were examined in order to explain the behavior of
the share prices of the dual funds' claims. In particular
it was found that under the idealized conditions within the
odel any closed-end fund should sell at a discount from its
asset value. It is also not inconsistent to find the
capital shares selling at a price below their net asset
value. This latter fact, in particular, has not heretofore
been fully appreciated.
The formualted model was tested in the later sections.
There it was found that the model predicted price
fluctuations in the capital shares quite well. There was,
however, evidence of misspecification in the model. Several
methods of eliminating the misspecif ication were examined.
The two most promising alterations were the inclusion of a
simplified income tax in the model and a more realistic
dividend policy. ie can conclude that analysis of this type
can be quite useful in the pricing of contingent claims
other than the simple option contracts previously examined
by Black and Scholes.
Further work is required to ascertain that these
results were not influenced by the bias inherent in the
ex-post specification process. (Ie. in the correction for
observed errors rather than a better ex-ante specification.)
Also study into the improved incorporation of asset value.
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rather than market value, in the pricing function would be
desireable as this could be applied to all closed end
investaent coapanies to explain the encountered discounts
and preaiuas.

Appendix K
This appendix presents a formal derivation of the
contingent claims pricing equation used in the text along
the lines of the option pricing method in | ^ |. The
assumptions stated in section II are assumed throughout ¥ith
the substitution of
A U The price of a riskless in terms of default discount
bond promising one dollar T periods from now is P (^^ .
The dyannics of the returns on this bond are described
by
^ ^ r<^t + yJ$
where 71' and i^^ are the instantaneous expected
return and variance of return on the bond and d^ is a
Gauss-Wiener process.
If F(V,P,V) is the contingent claim to be priced,
then by Ito's Lemma
;i = (tVf^/f
He now form a portfolio with H, dollars in vested in
the asset, Si.^ dollars invested in the contingent claim, and
113 dollars invested in the bond. The dollar return on this
portfolio will be

Constrainig the portfolio to have zero net investment (ie. M,
••• Wj^ Wj = 0) and substituting for dV, dP, and dP we have
If we now choose W, and ^^ to eliainate the unc«»rtainty
in dx, then the portfolio will be risJtless and since it
requires no investment, its expected return must be zero.
These conditions can be expressed as the system of
equations.
A non-trivial solution set to (AU) wil exist only if
(^5) ^.^
^-^^ ^/^
_, 2. , V-1
J^
The first condition in (A5) together with the definitions of R
and X implies that
(A 6)
If the bond price dynamics are not stochastic then F^ - f^^ - f^yp
If the term structure is flat then iT = t. In this case
(A6) reduces to
M6') -^O-^V^F^^ ^{rV-C)F^ -rF -f^ * c
= o
which is equation (2) in the text. In the general case (A6)
can be simplified since the term in parenthesis is zero from

the second condition in (A5) and the defintions of and
(.47) ^ = 2 ^ ^-1 ^ r- -PFp
p ' 0- ' V ' p
Therefore,
For a capital share c = and making the substituions
•^,g-yrv and C-(x,P,v') - FCv^Pyr") ^ we derive
which is identical to equation (Btt) in If |. Therefore, we
can iinediately write its solution
* Ve-^^
•a* =
E. per)
U* ^ [£<r^es)- X^Cs)i^<:i)0~(^) -
^^r^)lJ

Appendix B
In this appendix we shall demonstrate that even the
capital shares of a dual fond holding only riskless assets
and liable for no nanageaent fees nay still be subject to a
discount.
The dividend policy of a dualfund can be expressed in
general as C=C(V,t)+e. If the dividend policy is certain
conditionally on V and t (ie. the error is zero), then in
the case of a riskless fund, the explicit value dependence
aay be supressed since V itself is a deterministic
function of tine. If the dividend policy C{t) is an
equilibrium policy that allows the income share offering
price to be equal to E, the redemption price, then the
capital shares will sell at a discount at time t if
(61) jcfOe-^^is < £( ;- r h
The left hand side of (B1) is the initial present value (ie.
at the offering time) of the dividends that will be paid
through time t. The right hand side is the initial present
value of a stream of dividends paid continuously at a
constant rate of rE per unit time over the same time
period. The two sides of equation (31) must be equal at the
offering date of the fund; hence, the capital shares will
sell at a discount (premium) if the dividends on the income
shares are in arrears (ahead) of the constant rate policy in
a present value sense.
The proof of (31) comes directly from f=V-P, F(0)=E,
f(0)=E, and

fm -- Se-^'-'^ . fc^.)e-''^-^>i.Ui)
^
froB which it will be observed that f < V-E whenever (B1)
holds.
If the dividend payments have been small enough in the
past, (B1) is clearly a possible condition. The relevant
question here is under what conditions it will hold for a
fund paying proportional dividends at the equilibriun rate.
Since the fund is riskless V (t) = 2Bexp ( (r-X') t) , f(t) =
Eexp(rt), and from {23a) 2^ = r-log ( (1+exp (rT) ) /2) /T The
capital shares will sell at a discount whenever
rT 1 '/t r r i 1 '^-^I I • I
I
^ e
'' ^ I
but this is always the case since T>t and J (1+exp (rt) ) /2
is an increasing function of t.-25- ie have proved then that
the capital shares of a riskless dual fund paying
proportional dividends at the equilibrium rate will always
sell at a dsicount from net asset value. The behaviour of
the discount over time can be seen in figure B-1. Early in
the fund'? history it increases in size reaching a maximum
and then decreasing until it just disappears at the maturity
date.
-25- I thank D. Fehr for a proof of this.
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Appendix C
This appendix explains the partioning of the mean
square error between two tiae series as is found in Tables
3, 6, and 9. If Y and y are an observed and a aodeled
tiae series, and y xs the tine series defined by y = a •
by where a and b are the coefficients of the regression
of Y on y, then the aean square error nay be decomposed
into:
The first tern on the right hand side of (B1) is that
portion of the nean square error due to bias. The second
and third terns are those portions due to the difference of
the regression coefficient, b, from unity and due to the
residual variance about the regression line.
Thus the third through sixth rows for each model in
these tables are b, n (Y-y)^ /MSE, (1-b)'^2 (yY)^ /"^E' ^^^
2(Y-^)^ /USE.
The row labeled "Hisspecif ication Error" is the sua of
the first two terns in (B1). This measures the overall
performance of the aodel as to correct level (first term)
and response (second tern) . The final row labeled "Residual
Error" is an indication of the model's ability to predict
individual points in the tine series.
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